Small-scale structure is studied in the context of dissipative dark matter, arising for instance in models with a hidden unbroken Abelian sector, so that dark matter couples to a massless dark photon. The dark sector interacts with ordinary matter via gravity and photon-dark photon kinetic mixing. Mirror dark matter is a theoretically constrained special case where all parameters are fixed except for the kinetic mixing strength, ǫ. In these models, the dark matter halo around spiral and irregular galaxies takes the form of a dissipative plasma which evolves in response to various heating and cooling processes. It has been argued previously that such dynamics can account for the inferred cored density profiles of galaxies and other related structural features. Here we focus on the apparent deficit of nearby small galaxies ("missing satellite problem"), which these dissipative models have the potential to address through small-scale power suppression by acoustic and diffusion damping. Using a variant of the extended PressSchechter formalism, we evaluate the halo mass function for the special case of mirror dark matter. Considering a simplified model where M baryons ∝ M halo , we relate the halo mass function to more directly observable quantities, and find that for ǫ ≈ 2×10 −10 such a simplified description is compatible with the measured galaxy luminosity and velocity functions. On scales M halo 10 8 M ⊙ , diffusion damping exponentially suppresses the halo mass function, suggesting a nonprimordial origin for dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies, which we speculate were formed via a top-down fragmentation process as the result of nonlinear dissipative collapse of larger density perturbations. This could explain the planar orientation of satellite galaxies around Andromeda and the Milky Way.
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Introduction
The ΛCDM model has been very successful in describing the large-scale structure of the Universe on cluster scales and above, and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), see e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Structure forms hierarchically (bottom-up) with the smaller structures forming first eventually merging in ever-growing larger structures. In this picture, dark matter (DM) is presumed to be composed of massive collisionless particles influenced only by gravity with no other (astrophysically significant) forces. On smaller scales, though, there are indications that something might be lacking in this description. For instance, the density profile of galaxies (in particular dwarf galaxies) is known to deviate from the cuspy profile predicted from collisionless cold dark matter (CDM hereafter) only simulations, an issue which is known as the "core-cusp problem" (see e.g. [10] for a recent review). In addition, the number of nearby small galaxies is found to be much lower than expected if DM is both cold and collisionless. This problem is most severe for small satellite galaxies ("missing satellite problem") [11, 12] , but also exists for field galaxies, see e.g. [13] [14] [15] . The issue is actually more acute than simply being a local problem, as the observed luminosity and HI mass functions exhibit faint-end slopes which are much shallower than those predicted by collisionless CDM [16] . See also [17, 18] for further discussions on related issues.
If one insists that dark matter is cold and collisionless then baryonic physics must ultimately resolve the small scale issues, including those identified above. This is a popular approach adopted in many studies, e.g. [19, 20] . Here we pursue a very different path. Namely that the small scale features are taken as evidence that dark matter has nontrivial self-interactions cf. [21] [22] [23] . Here we focus on a particular scenario where the DM emerges from a hidden sector with an unbroken Abelian U (1) ′ gauge interaction. The associated massless gauge boson, called the dark photon, mediates self interactions which are also dissipative. Models of this kind have been discussed for quite some time in the literature, with mirror dark matter, where the hidden sector is exactly isomorphic to the Standard Model (SM), representing the theoretically most constrained example [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . For a review and more detailed bibliography see e.g. [35] . More generic such models have also been explored in recent years, see e.g. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] for a partial bibliography. The simplest generic model consists of two massive particles, usually taken to be fermions, charged under this U(1) ′ gauge symmetry. The dark sector interacts with the SM sector by gravity and via the photon-dark photon kinetic mixing interaction.
Such dissipative DM models can reproduce the successful large-scale structure and CMB predictions of collisionless CDM [27-29, 33, 45, 47] . The dynamics of these models on smaller scales is quite nontrivial. In the case of spiral and irregular galaxies, the physical picture consists of the DM halo taking the form of a dissipative plasma which evolves in response to various heating and cooling processes. At the present time, the halo is presumed to have (typically) reached a steady-state configuration where the energy lost due to dissipative interactions is replaced by energy produced by ordinary supernovae; the precise mechanism involves kinetic mixing-induced processes transferring core-collapse energy into dark photons. In fact, it has been argued that the nontrivial dissipative dynamics of such models can provide a dynamical explanation for the inferred cored density profile in galaxies, the Tully-Fisher relation, and some related structural issues [51, [55] [56] [57] [58] . However, there has been significantly less work addressing other small-scale problems, including the apparent deficit of small galaxies. It has been known for some time that dissipative DM features suppressed power on small scales due to dark acoustic oscillations and dark photon diffusion, and therefore has the potential to address this important problem.
Structure formation with suppressed small-scale power has recently been studied in [59] [60] [61] . It was shown that the extended Press-Schechter (EPS) approach [62, 63] , implemented with a sharp-k filter, leads to good agreement with simulations. In this paper we apply this formalism to the specific case of dissipative DM to estimate the halo mass function. This gives us the number density per unit mass of collapsed objects (dark halos) in the Universe. To make contact with observations, we still need to relate the halo mass to some directly measurable quantity, such as luminosity or rotational velocity. It would be helpful if we knew the ratio of baryons to dark matter in a given galaxy, but even that can be difficult to determine. Although cosmology gives us the baryonic mass fraction in the Universe (that is, Ω b /Ω m ≃ 0.15), on small scales, i.e. within galaxies, baryonic effects such as photoionization and/or supernova feedback (e.g. [64] ) can potentially cause departures from this cosmic value. The size of these baryonic effects are, of course, quite uncertain and indications that these effects may not be so significant persist (see e.g. [16] and references therein). Thus, as a simplified model we consider M b ∝ M halo with the proportionality factor tentatively set to Ω b /Ω m ≈ 0.15. While somewhat smaller values are preferred by various constraints such as weak lensing and satellite kinematics (e.g. [65, 66] ), variation of the M b /M halo ratio by a factor of 2 or 3 does not affect our conclusions.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some aspects of the hidden sector U(1) ′ framework, defining the prototype dissipative DM model. In Section 3, we consider the matter power spectrum, compute it for some illustrative examples, and briefly discuss the relevant physical processes affecting the growth of structure: acoustic damping and diffusion damping. In Section 4 we give our results for the halo mass function which we compare with observations using our simplified M b ∝ M halo assumption. We also make a few speculations regarding the origin of the dwarf spheroidal satellites in the Milky Way and Andromeda systems. Our conclusions are given in Section 5.
Dissipative hidden sector dark matter
The prototype model for dissipative dark matter presumes the existence of a hidden sector with an unbroken U(1) ′ gauge interaction. The DM then consists of particles carrying U(1) ′ charge, with the minimal case having two such particles, a "dark electron" (e d ) and a "dark proton" (p d ). The fundamental interactions are described by the following Lagrangian:
where L SM denotes the SU(3) c ⊗ SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y gauge invariant Standard Model Lagrangian which describes the interactions of the SM particles. Also,
is the field strength tensor associated with the U(1)
being the relevant gauge field. The two dark fermions are described by the quantum fields e d , p d and the covariant derivative is:
µ (where g ′ is the coupling constant relevant to this gauge interaction). While we assume that the dark electron and dark proton have U(1) ′ charges opposite in sign, we make no assumption about their relative magnitude (that is, the ratio |Q
| defines a fundamental parameter of the theory). The selfinteractions of the dark electron can be defined in terms of the dark fine structure
2 /4π. The relic abundance of dark electrons and dark protons is presumed to be set by a particle-antiparticle asymmetry (that is, the relic abundance of dark antielectrons and dark antiprotons is negligible). For further discussions of such asymmetric DM models, including possible mechanisms for generating the required asymmetry, see e.g. [67, 68] .
In addition to gravity, the dark sector interacts with the SM particles via the kinetic mixing interaction between the dark photon and the hypercharge gauge boson [26, 69] :
This renormalizable and gauge-invariant interaction also leads to photon -dark photon kinetic mixing. The kinetic mixing interaction imbues the dark electron and dark proton with an ordinary electric charge proportional to ǫ ′ , taken to be: ǫe and Z ′ ǫe, where
The new physics is then fully described by the fundamental parameters:
′ , α d and ǫ. Mirror dark matter can be viewed as a special case of the above formalism. That is, mirror DM corresponds to having the dark sector described by a Lagrangian which exactly mirrors that of the SM. In this situation an exact and unbroken Z 2 discrete symmetry can be identified. Mirror dark matter is thereby theoretically constrained, with
for the lightest states (that theory has, of course, a spectrum of dark nuclei).
Cosmological, astrophysical, and some experimental aspects of this and related models have been explored in the literature, e.g. [25, 27-29, 33, 35, 36, 39-41, 43-54, 71-77] . Regarding the Early Universe, the thermodynamics of the SM and DM systems can each be described with a temperature which needs not be the same for each sector. Define T γ [T γ D ] to be the photon [dark photon] temperature, then Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and CMB considerations typically constrain the energy density of any exotic radiation component: (T γ D /T γ ) 3 ≪ 1. Such considerations will therefore also lead to constraints on the kinetic mixing parameter, ǫ, since kinetic mixing induced processes such asēe →ē d e d will transfer entropy to the dark sector. That is, even if we started with an effective initial condition, T γ D /T γ ≪ 1, kinetic mixing induced processes can potentially thermalize the SM and dark sectors [evolve T γ D /T γ → 1] and thereby violate the constraints on additional energy density. For m e d ∼ MeV, the relevant constraint is: ǫ 3 × 10 −9 [51, 72, 73] . Kinetic mixing processes can only be effective for temperatures, T M, where M ≡ max(m e , m e d ). Below this temperature, these processes cease to be important and the ratio T γ D /T γ stabilizes. This asymptotic value for T γ D /T γ was found to satisfy [51] :
for parameters in the range ǫ few × 10 −9 and 0.1 MeV m e d 100 MeV. There is an additional source of constraints arising from Early Universe cosmology. Prior to dark recombination, the dark electrons and dark protons are strongly coupled to each other and to the dark photons, behaving as a tightly coupled fluid. Due to the large restoring force from the dark radiation pressure this fluid undergoes acoustic oscillations which inhibit the formation of structure on scales smaller than the sound horizon at dark recombination. Too much suppression of structure on scales which are growing linearly today can be excluded from observations, leading to the rough bound (e.g. [51, 67, 77] ):
However, some suppression of small-scale power is desirable. Indeed acoustic oscillations, as well as damping due to dark photon diffusion, might be the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed suppression of the number of small galaxies relative to expectations from collisionless CDM.
Matter power spectrum
It has been known for some time that this kind of dissipative DM reproduces collisionless CDM on large scales with deviations on small scales. The deviations arise from two effects: acoustic oscillations and dark photon diffusion. Both effects operate before and during dark recombination, and can be characterized by physical scales which depend on the fundamental parameters. The effects can be described by two-point correlation functions of the density field fluctuations, such as the matter power spectrum. This quantity is straightforward to compute, and we will need it later on in order to estimate the halo mass function via the extended Press-Schechter formalism. If we define the mass density as ρ(x), then inhomogeneities can be described by:
where ρ M is the mean mass density in the Universe. The power spectrum is related to the Fourier transform of this fractional overdensity, δ(k), by:
where the brackets indicate an ensemble average. In practice, the linear power spectrum is determined by solving the set of coupled Boltzmann equations for photons, baryons, neutrinos, DM and dark radiation. Since dissipative DM shares many similarities with SM baryons, the appropriate Boltzmann equations are straightforward generalizations of those for photons and baryons. For the special case of mirror DM they are given in [33] and they may be easily adapted to the general case. For our numerical work, we consider a flat Universe with parameters:
, and assume a scale-invariant Harrison-Zel'dovich-Peebles primordial power spectrum of density fluctuations (that is, the spectral index is n s = 1). The effects of a small tilt, or small changes to Ω b , Ω dm , h, are not important for our considerations. We also consider mirror DM parameters (
to illustrate the physics. 3 With these parameters fixed, our results depend only on the kinetic mixing parameter, ǫ [or equivalently, the ratio of the dark sector temperature to the visible sector temperature x, given Eq. (3)]. Figure 1 compares the matter power spectrum with x = 0, cosmologically equivalent to collisionless CDM, with 3 The mirror DM model has a spectrum of dark "mirror nuclei" composed predominately of mirror hydrogen (Z ′ = 1, m = m p ) and mirror helium (Z ′ = 2, m = 4m p ). It follows that the chosen mirror DM parameters give results for that model only if mirror hydrogen dominates over mirror helium, i.e. the mirror helium mass fraction is zero (Y He ′ = 0). However, the expectation from mirror Big Bang Nucleosynthesis is that mirror helium dominates over mirror hydrogen [27] , with Y He ′ ≈ 0.9 for ǫ ∼ 10 −9 [78] . Nevertheless, it turns out that the matter power spectrum and baryonic mass function depend weakly on Y He ′ , and we have checked (for x = 0.15) that the power spectrum (and mass function) results for Y He ′ = 0 are in fact a good estimate for Y He ′ ≈ 0.90. Figure 1a ), x = 0.25 (black curve in Figure 1b) . These values of x correspond to ǫ ≃ 2.3 × 10 −10 , 6.5 × 10 −10 respectively, from Eq.(3). Note that the x = 0 curve is identical to the standard matter power spectrum for collisionless CDM. For comparison the power spectrum of a warm DM cosmology, with a thermal equivalent warm DM particle mass of 2 keV, is also shown (blue curves in the two figures).
our model for two examples. The figure shows that the model reproduces the predictions of collisionless CDM on large scales with departures on small scales. The modifications to the power spectrum evident in the figures have been previously discussed in the literature [27] [28] [29] 33, 45, 47] . The coupling of the DM to the thermal bath of dark radiation significantly suppresses the growth of structures on scales below the sound horizon at dark recombination. The way it does so can be understood in terms of two important effects: acoustic damping due to dark acoustic oscillations (DAOs), and diffusion damping (collisional damping) due to dark photon diffusion. Associated to each of these effects is a characteristic scale (length scale or, equivalently, comoving wavenumber), which can be expressed in terms of the fundamental parameters of the model. We provide an analytical estimate of these scales in Appendix A.
Acoustic damping can be understood by recalling that, prior to recombination of the dark electrons and dark protons into neutral bound states, the behaviour of the DM can be modelled as that of a tightly coupled fluid. The interplay between gravity and the corresponding restoring force determined by dark radiation pressure leads to the phenomenon of DAOs which suppresses the growth of structure on scales smaller than the size of the sound horizon at the epoch of dark recombination. This effect is analogous to the well-known baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAOs), which imprints the visible sector sound horizon scale at decoupling (∼ 105 h −1 Mpc) on the late-time clustering of matter. 4 The other effect is due to the tiny but non-negligible dark photon free-streaming length at the epoch of dark recombination. Dark photon diffusion acts to erase smallscale inhomogeneities and anisotropies, below the dark photon free-streaming length. This effect is known as diffusion damping, and is analogous to its visible counterpart known as Silk damping, responsible for the suppression of the high-l acoustic peaks of the CMB angular power spectrum [83] . Diffusion damping effectively provides an exponentially damping envelope which reduces the power on scales below the dark photon mean free path at the dark recombination epoch. This effect is qualitatively similar to the small-scale power suppression in warm dark matter (WDM) models. In that case the suppression is due to collisionless damping: that is, free-streaming of high-velocity DM particles out of initial overdensities, leading to a sharp cut-off in power below a critical scale.
It should be possible to derive constraints on small-scale power suppression from Lyman-α forest considerations (e.g. [84] [85] [86] ). In fact, it has been found that the matter power spectrum for k 2 h −1 Mpc approximately agrees with that predicted by collisionless CDM (e.g. [86] ). This could be used to infer a rough upper bound: k DAO 2 h −1 Mpc, which for mirror DM parameters [cf. with Eq. (21)] suggests x 0.15. This rough bound is subject to a few important caveats. Firstly, there can be significant uncertainties when converting the Lyman-α flux power to the linear matter power spectrum [87] . Secondly, these analyses typically make simplifying assumptions on the shape of the power spectrum (power-law with a running spectral index) which could make application of these bounds to models with DAOs problematic [45] . Finally, as remarked in [50] , to accurately evaluate Lyman-α forest constraints on these kinds of self-interacting DM models would ultimately require careful hydrodynamical simulations which have not yet been done.
Halo and baryonic mass function
Ultimately we would like to describe the structure in the Universe: the distribution of galaxies and their DM halos as a function of their masses. To this end, we need to know one-point statistics such as the halo mass function: the number density of collapsed objects per unit logarithmic mass in the Universe. The extended Press-Schechter (EPS) formalism [62, 63] is a simple analytic approach which allows us to calculate the halo mass function (for a review and more detailed bibliography, see e.g. [88] ). This method assumes linear growth of perturbations and subsequent immediate halo collapse when the mass overdensity reaches a certain critical threshold (which is itself derived from an idealised spherical or ellipsoidal collapse toy model).
In the EPS formalism the halo mass function takes the form:
where we have denoted by n the number density of collapsed objects (halos), whose mass is given by M halo ,ρ is the average matter density in the Universe, while the first-crossing distribution f (ν) will be defined shortly. Also, ν is defined as:
where the critical overdensity for collapse at redshift 0 evaluates to δ c ≃ 1.686. In Eq. (7), S(R) is the variance function of the density field smoothed over a length scale R (which corresponds to a mass scale M once a map between the two is given):
In Eq. (8), P (k) is the linear matter power spectrum at redshift z = 0. Also, W (k; R) is the Fourier transform of the filter function, which we will return to in a moment. Finally, the first-crossing distribution f (ν) can be obtained by utilizing the excursionset approach, which follows random walk trajectories and counts the first up-crossings of the collapse threshold. In the case of ellipsoidal collapse, the first-crossing distribution takes the form [89] :
where A = 0.3222, p = 0.3 and q = 1.
Crucial to the success of the EPS formalism is the choice of filter function W (k; R). For DM models with small-scale power suppression, a sharp-k filter has been found to reproduce results of simulations [59] [60] [61] . The more common choice of real-space top-hat filter instead fails to match the simulations. The reason is readily understood upon inspection of Eq. (8): if the real-space top-hat filter is used then the variance function becomes insensitive to the power spectrum in the suppressed regime (where the power decreases more steeply than k −3 ) as the form of the halo mass function is then driven solely by the filter function.
The sharp-k filter is a top-hat function in Fourier space: W (k; R) ≡ Θ(1 − kR), where Θ denotes the Heaviside step function. With this choice of window function, the form of the halo mass function [Eq.(6)] reduces to the simple expression:
The sharp-k filter, unlike its real space counterpart, does not naturally have a mass scale M halo associated to the filter scale R. This problem can be resolved by matching the expected analytic form for the halo mass function to simulations, which yields:
where c ≃ 2.5 [60, 61] . We will use c = 2.5 in our numerical work. By using the linear power spectrum computed in the previous section we can use the EPS formalism with sharp-k filter to obtain the halo number density in terms of halo mass for the dissipative DM model of Section 2. We again consider mirror DM parameters and the fiducial cosmology as in Section 3. This serves as a useful estimate for mirror DM, as well as providing an illustrative example of the more generic dissipative case.
Given that the halo mass is difficult to measure, it is desirable to relate M halo to a more directly observable quantity. The most readily observable quantities are connected to the luminous tracers of the DM halos, and this brings us to examine the luminosity and rotational velocity functions. We consider a simplified model where the baryon mass content of galaxies, M b , is related to the halo mass by a simple proportionality relation. That is, M b ∝ M halo , and we set the proportionality constant to the cosmic value, Ω b /Ω m ≃ 0.15. Such a high value for the baryon to halo mass ratio for spiral galaxies appears to be in some tension (by around a factor of two or three) with weak lensing studies and satellite kinematics (e.g. [65, 66] ).
5 Naturally, these constraints on the M b /M halo ratio depend on the specific assumptions made such as the choice of DM halo profile and baryonic mass-to-light ratio, and of course the total mass of baryons in spiral galaxies is uncertain (see e.g. [93] ). In any case variation of the M b /M halo ratio by a factor of 2 or 3 does not significantly affect our conclusions. Figure 2 gives the results for the halo mass function dn/d log M halo plotted against M b = 0.15M halo . Notice that within our simplified model where Figure 2 are additionally a proxy for the baryonic mass function. The data in Figure 2 is the galaxy stellar mass function obtained from [90] (which also provides a rough estimate for baryons given that large galaxies are typically dominated by stars).
and hence the results in
The oscillations apparent in Figure 2 are due to dark acoustic oscillations in the matter power spectrum. These DAOs are not diminished at all with the sharp-k filter, but would be expected to be diluted to some extent if a more physical filter could be found. Ultimately, detailed simulations should be used to quantify the true magnitude of the DAO effects that might be imprinted on the mass function. 6 The first few acoustic oscillations at the largest galaxy scales would present the best chance to detect dark acoustic oscillations. Actually, our results in Figure 2a and 2b suggest the intriguing possibility that the first dark acoustic oscillation might be connected (or at least contribute) to the downturn at log(M b /M ⊙ ) ≈ 11.2 if ǫ ≈ 3 × 10 −10 . On smaller scales though, DAOs might be difficult to observe as they are expected to be largely smoothed out in the process of going from M halo to M b to observations. Also, nonlinear evolution (which is not accounted for in our linear Boltzmann treatment) would progressively erase DAOs, regenerating power on scales which were initially affected by them [50] . 5 However, we have checked that M b /M halo ≈ 0.15 is roughly consistent (i.e. typically within no more than a factor of two) with inferences from rotation curves of specific galaxies. Taking the NGC 2903 spiral galaxy as an example, M halo can be estimated from the fit to the rotation curve with quasiisothermal profile [91] (the quasi-isothermal profile is roughly consistent with expectations assuming dissipative halo dynamics [35, 51, 57] ). This gives a lower bound on M halo because the radial extent of the halo is unknown. Taking the radial extent of the halo to be given by the largest radius for which rotation curve measurements are available, i.e. about 30 kpc for NGC 2903, gives the lower limit: log M halo /M ⊙ 11.4. Combining this limit with the baryonic mass estimate log M b /M ⊙ ≃ 10.5 [91] , yields a rough limit M b /M halo 0.13. Considering the gas rich dwarf DDO 154 as another example, a similar procedure using results from [92] gives the upper limit M b /M halo 0.10.
6 Some simulations of models featuring DAOs have been carried out in [50] . However, the effective halo mass resolution in those simulations would need to be improved by an order of magnitude or more if one wishes to investigate to full extent the impact of DAOs on the abundance of small galaxies. Data is from [94] .
For the purposes of the present paper, we shall model these anticipated smoothing effects in a phenomenological way by convolving the halo mass function with a Gaussian:
In Figure 3 we plot the baryonic mass function defined in this way, with σ = 0.4, compared with the galaxy baryonic mass function from [94] . The galaxy baryonic mass function includes the baryonic gas component which can dominate over stars for the smaller galaxies. The effect of varying σ is shown in Figure 4 for x = 0.15. This figure indicates that the effect of variation of the phenomenological parameter σ is rather modest, except perhaps at low σ where the oscillation effects start to become noticeable. An alternative way of comparing the theory to observations is to use the galaxy velocity function rather than the baryonic mass function. That is, dn/d log V c , where V c is the (circular) rotational velocity of the galaxy. This distribution can be estimated from the halo mass function using the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation to relate M b to V c :
The quantities s and A were found in [95] to be s = 3.75 ± 0.11 and log[A] = 2.18 ± 0.23 from a fit to a galaxy sample with accurate distance measurements (we use the central values of these quantities in our numerical work). Given the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, the galaxy velocity function is simply:
The velocity function defined in this way is shown in Figure 5 (for the same parameter set as per Figure 3 ). Also shown in Figure 5 is the measurement of the velocity function using data from the HI Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS) [13] . Although the theoretical curves give the mass function averaged over the Universe, the measurements in Figure 5 (as with Figure  3 ) can only provide the velocity function (mass function) for the smallest galaxies in the nearby region: V ∼ (5 Mpc) 3 . Indeed, the effect of cosmic variance on the velocity function was examined in [13] by subdividing their sample into four quadrants. The resulting velocity function for each quadrant exhibited a factor of two variation in the normalization, the shape, however, was found to deviate significantly less.
In deriving the baryonic mass function in figures 3,4 one should keep in mind that the results depend significantly on the simple assumptions adopted, the most important of which is that M b ∝ M halo . Of course, if there are baryonic physics processes that lead to gas outflows then this could possibly invalidate this simple assumption. In addition, dark baryonic physics processes could potentially also occur, especially at early times when dark star formation is envisaged. Notice that the baryonic mass function predicted in the ǫ = 0 limit reduces to that of collisionless CDM, and even in that case it has been argued that inclusion of baryonic physics could result in a baryonic mass function in good agreement with observations, e.g [19, 20] . Obviously allowing for such large baryonic (and potentially also dark baryonic) physics effects could therefore lead to a wide range for the kinetic mixing parameter, ǫ. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the baryonic physics effects is rather uncertain, and might still be relatively minor, e.g. [16] . Indeed, direct observational evidence for large-scale gas outflows appears to be absent e.g. [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] , although it is possible that large-scale gas outflows occur at early times when observations are currently limited. Even if large outflows occur, there remain serious challenges in reconciling the steep galaxy stellar mass function with observations of dwarf galaxies, e.g. [102, 103] . At any rate, if the baryonic effects do turn out to be minor, then the baryonic mass function would be a direct probe the dark sector physics, which is the optimistic case we have considered. . Data points are the HIPASS data for V c < 200 km/s (gas rich sample), while the blue dashed dotted line is an estimate of the total galaxy count (i.e. including the most massive galaxies) [13] .
Our results indicate that the considered dissipative DM model can provide a rough explanation of the shape and normalization of the measured galaxy luminosity and velocity functions. Furthermore, x ≈ 0.15, that is, ǫ ≈ 2×10 −10 [by Eq.(3)] is implicated for mirror DM parameters. This of course assumes that baryonic and dark baryonic physics do not play major roles in modifying the assumed M b ∝ M halo scaling, which is an important caveat as discussed above. Allowing for the various uncertainties, suggests a preferred parameter range of roughly x = 0.10 − 0.20 or ǫ/10 −10 = [1.0 − 4.2]. Such ǫ values are consistent with the kinetic mixing strength required by the dynamical halo model of [30, 51, 55] . Recall that, in that picture, the halo takes the form of a dissipative plasma which evolves in response to various heating and cooling processes. At the current epoch DM halos around spiral and irregular galaxies are (typically) presumed to have reached a steady-state configuration where heating and cooling rates locally equilibrate. The heating is presumed to arise from ordinary core collapse supernovae, with kinetic mixing playing a critical role in converting a significant fraction of the supernova's core collapse energy into dark photons. In order for this heating to be dynamically important, ǫ 10 −10 is required. The number of large galaxies, i.e. with M b 2 × 10 11 M ⊙ , is observed to be exponentially suppressed. In the case of collisionless CDM this downturn is believed to be caused by inefficient cooling and energy injection from central super-massive black holes (see e.g. [104] ). It is likely that these effects play a role in the dissipative DM case too. However, the results for σ = 0.20, x = 0.15 shown in Figure 4 suggest that it is possible that the first dark acoustic oscillation might also be connected with the dip at log(M b /m ⊙ ) ≈ 11.2 . More subtle dissipative DM effects could also contribute, e.g. if the halo cooling timescale were sufficiently long then it could slow the formation of such large halos (M halo 10 12 M ⊙ ) and thereby affect the rate of large galaxy formation.
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At very low halo masses, M halo 10 8 M ⊙ , power is exponentially cutoff due to diffusion damping (for mirror DM parameters). The number of very small galaxies is thereby expected to be strongly suppressed. The halo mass function gives the number of collapsed halo objects to be compared with field galaxies (or clusters on larger scales). Although we haven't explicitly calculated the number of satellites around a host (conditional mass function), it is clear that the number of satellites will also be strongly suppressed. In fact, the model can potentially "over solve" the missing satellite problem. However, the small satellites might have a very different history to field galaxies. Rather than evolving out of primordial density perturbations, small satellite galaxies might have formed more violently in a top-down process. In fact, we will argue below that if dark matter is dissipative then this provides a simple explanation for the observed planar and co-rotating distribution of satellite galaxies around the Milky Way [105] , Andromeda [106] and possibly other hosts [107] .
In dissipative DM models, a region with δ(x; R) > δ c can undergo gravitational collapse and cool forming a dark disk. Baryons can also collapse, potentially forming a separate disk. Of course there can be some amount of baryons in the dark disk (and vice versa). In the model of [30, 51, 55] , the dark disk is eventually heated, and any DM not within compact dark matter objects (dark stars) can thereby evolve to form the roughly spherical dark halo. Returning to early times though, when the more massive dark disk was forming, the complicated nonlinear collapse process is not expected to be uniform and perturbations near the edge of the disk could ultimately break off and provide the seeds of small satellite galaxies. Despite the complexity of this picture, it suggests a very simple explanation for the observed planar and co-rotating distribution of dwarf spheroidal galaxies around the Milky Way and Andromeda. 8 These satellites broke off from the dark disk which formed at very early times, thereby preserving this planar and co-rotating structure.
9 If they did indeed form in this way then there will be other ramifications. For example, they may have a much larger proportion of DM when compared with bottom-up forming galaxies. 7 Another possibility, especially relevant for the mirror DM special case, is that the ionization state of the halo undergoes a transition at M halo ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ . In the mirror DM model, the halo contains mirror "metal" components possibly dominated by mirror oxygen. These metal components play a critical role in halo dynamics as their photoionization provides the mechanism for transferring supernovae corecollapse energy to the halo. However the mirror oxygen component is estimated to become fully ionized at T halo ≈ 0.5 keV which corresponds roughly to M halo ∼ 10 12 M ⊙ given our assumed M b = 0.15M halo and the connection between T halo and V c in this model (see for instance [35] ). This could result in a significant reduction in halo heating as photoionization becomes less effective at transferring the energy produced by ordinary supernovae to the halo. In the absence of sufficient heating the dissipative halo would contract perhaps triggering AGN activity and/or dark star formation, which might result in a limiting galaxy scale. 8 One can further speculate that the observed polar orientation of the satellite planes with respect to the baryonic disk is a consequence of the nontrivial dynamics. Dark supernovae can be a powerful source of SM photons (due to the kinetic mixing interaction) which can heat the baryonic disk at early times providing a pressure force. While gravitational attraction between the two disks tend to make them merge (cf. [46] ), the pressure force from the disk heating can work in the opposite manner and can potentially overwhelm the gravitational force. If this is the case, then the baryonic disk would be expected to evolve until it aligns with polar orientation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the abundance and clustering of small-scale structure in the context of dissipative dark matter models. Such models feature suppressed power on small scales due to acoustic damping and diffusion damping before and around the epoch of dark recombination. We estimated the damping scales analytically and initially studied their effect on the clustering of matter by computing the late-time matter power spectrum. Through this small-scale power suppression, these models have the potential to address the apparent deficit of nearby small galaxies, including the "missing satellite problem", as they naturally reduce the abundance of structure below the damping scales.
Subsequently, we explored the impact of the power suppression on the abundance of small-scale structure by using a variant of the extended Press-Schechter formalism. Within this formalism we estimated the halo mass function for the particular parameter set corresponding to mirror dark matter. This serves as a good estimate for mirror DM, as well as providing a useful example illustrating possibilities in more generic dissipative models. The halo mass function gives the number density of collapsed objects as a function of halo mass. Unfortunately, the halo mass itself is difficult to directly measure, so we considered the luminous tracers of the dark matter halos. To make contact with such observations, we considered a simplified model where M b ∝ M halo , and set the proportionality constant to the cosmic value, Ω b /Ω m ≃ 0.15. This allowed us to connect the host halo mass to properties of its tracers such as luminosity or rotational velocity.
With mirror DM parameters set, the luminosity or rotational velocity functions depends only on one parameter: the kinetic mixing strength ǫ. Acoustic damping due to DAOs can supply moderate suppression of structure on galactic scales, which nevertheless is sufficient to yield a baryonic mass function which compares reasonably well with the observations, provided ǫ ≈ 2 × 10 −10 . This value of ǫ is consistent with the previously estimated range of ǫ favoured in dissipative halo dynamics: ǫ 10 −10 [30, 51, 55] . Such a kinetic mixing strength also makes the model interesting for direct detection experiments which can probe dissipative DM via electron and nuclear recoils (e.g. [76] and references there-in). A particularly distinctive signature arises due to the capture of DM within the Earth. The consequent shielding of a detector from part of the halo DM wind results in a large diurnal modulation effect which is enhanced for a detector located in the Southern Hemisphere [74] [75] [76] .
The predicted baryonic mass function falls much more steeply below the diffusion damping scale. For mirror DM parameters, this indicates that the abundance of very small galaxies, i.e. with M halo 10 8 M ⊙ , is severely reduced. This in turn suggests a very different origin for the dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies. They may have formed via a top-down process, as the result of nonlinear dissipative collapse of larger density perturbations. This origin might also explain some of their peculiar features, including the fact that they preferentially orbit in a planar distribution around their host (for the Milky Way and Andromeda systems). This plane should align with a remnant dark disk embedded in the dark halo of the host galaxy.
In the present work we computed the baryonic mass function at the present time (z=0). Future work could examine the redshift dependence of the observables we considered, which could easily be studied within the extended Press-Schechter formalism. Also, we have evaluated the abundance and clustering of small-scale structure for mirror dark matter parameters only. It should be straightforward to extend this study to more generic dissipative dark matter models, in particular examining the effects of the variation of all the fundamental parameters associated with the dissipative dark matter model defined in Section 2. Understanding the properties of satellite galaxies seems to be a more difficult proposition if these very small galaxies are indeed formed from a top-down nonlinear fragmentation process. Presumably, a full understanding of this problem would require simulations to be performed. Finally, we emphasise again that direct detection experiments will provide the critical test for these models.
Appendix A -Damping scales
Here we provide approximate analytical expressions for the acoustic damping (DAO) and diffusion damping (dark Silk) scales.
A.1 -Acoustic damping scale
The acoustic damping scale is given by the sound horizon at the epoch of dark recombination:
Here η denotes conformal time [dη ≡ dt/a(t)], z is the corresponding redshift, η dr is the value of conformal time at dark recombination and H(z) is the Hubble parameter. Also, c D denotes the sound speed in the dark sector and is given by:
where:
Here, B ≡ 45Ω dm ρ crit /(4π 2 x 4 T 4 0 ), ρ crit ≡ 3H 2 0 /(8πG) is the critical density, T 0 ≃ 2.7256 K is the current CMB temperature, and we have used T γ (z) = T 0 (1 + z). Also, the ratio between the temperatures in the two sectors, x, is given in Eq.(3).
The acoustic damping scale, Eq. (15), depends on the redshift of dark recombination, z dr , which can be estimated in terms of the fundamental parameters of our model:
Here we have related the dark recombination temperature, T √ Ω r , appropriate for the radiation dominated era (the redshifts of interest satisfy z z dr z eq ), we find:
y ≡ B z dr + 1 ≈ 87 10 
Evidently, for a large range of parameter space, y ≫ 1, and Eq. (19) 
The corresponding associated comoving wavenumber is k DAO ≈ π/L DAO , and one can easily check that it is consistent with our numerical results shown in Figures 1, 2 .
A.2 -Diffusion damping scale
On scales below the dark photon mean free path, dark diffusion damping is efficient in erasing the DM fluctuations. The physics is virtually identical to the well studied case of photon diffusion. Following standard arguments (e.g. [115] ), the diffusion scale, L DSD , can be estimated to be:
where
) is the dark Thomson cross-section. This integral evaluates to: 
